The publication of this issue - dedicated to Towards a New Urban Renaissance and realized with the support of Regione Lazio - belongs to the new series of the A&C INTERNATIONAL journal of architecture and urbanism. It is intended to be a new tool to develop and extend the cultural direction chosen by the "A Vision of Europe" Committee since 1992, a direction which promotes an architecture of the urban space, original and authentic depending on context and time, with deep connections to history and the civic society.

The main goal of this new series of Documents is to publish projects and built works as well as planning experiences, different ideas and theories.

***

96 pages, published by Alinea Editrice, Florence, with essays by:

Gabriele Tagliaventi. The fellowship of the ring goes to town - A new urban architecture

Cristiano Rosponi. A new urban renaissance in Italy - Back to the future

Piotr Chownowski. Renaissance of Dresden: the new life of Neumarkt

Alessandro Bucci. New urban centres in the suburbs: renaissance in Alessandria and Valenza

Donatella Diolaiti. Urban renaissance in Vitinia: the new life of a suburban area

Mariella La Mantia. The new Town Hall in Itri - An experience of good rule

Javier Conicacelaya. New towns for Bilbao - The river as centre of the city

Giorgio Meneghetti, Leonardo Minozzi. Completing a historic centre - A mixed-use urban project
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